
Superbowl- New Orleans
A very busy trip for Biz jets, plus visits to Atlanta, Savannah, Mobile and Jacksonville 

FRI 31   We depart from the UK in the morning on our direct flight to ATLANTA. After we collect our luggage
we transfer to our hotel, the RENAISSANCE, with fantastic airport views, for the next 2 nights.

SAT 1   A full day to relax and watch all the movements from your balcony at this very busy airport.

SUN 2   We depart in the morning to collect our vehicles. We then visit the areas airports, including FULTON
COUNTY, DOBBINS AFB, CARTERSVILLE and PEACHTREE, where we have our overnight hotel.

MON 3   A quick visit to Peachtree, then we drive east, with stops at AUGUSTA and COLUMBIA on the way to 
CHARLESTON, with the AFB and the Boeing factory. We have a hotel nearby. 

TUE 4   Today we head south to SAVANNAH - Home to GULFSTREAM. There is also a nearby museum and
the ANG. We have plenty of time here, before a stop at BRUNSWICK and then to JACKSONVILLE and our
hotel for the next 2 nights.

WED 5   We visit the area airports, including INTL, EXEC, NAVAL AIR STATION and CECIL FIELD.

THU 6  After breakfast we head for TALLAHASSE, then EGLIN AFB / DESTIN-FORT WALDON and then
PENSACOLA, including the museums at both. Our next nights hotel is here.

FRI 7   After Pensacola, we visit MOBILE, home of AIRBUS US. Also MOBILE REGIONAL and other stops on
the way to GULFPORT-BILOXI. Our hotel for the next 3 nights is here.

SAT 8   We spend the next 2 days doing a loop of all the airports around NEW ORLEANS, including the WW2
MUSEUM, LAKEFRONT AIRPORT and any others that might have Superbowl movements in the area.

SUN 9   Today is Superbowl day and we again visit all the area airports for the event traffic.

MON 10  We drive back to MOBILE where we get our return flight to the UK, via one of the East coast hubs.
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Tour Cost: £1 99 Deposit: £499 Single Room: £499
Cost: Flights & all taxes & Luggage,  nights hotel, All ground transportation

Limited to 24, due to high demand in local hotels
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Flight upgrades
Available

Lots of extra places can be visited en route


